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A family of q-Krawtchouk polynomials are the eigenvalues of the association 
schemes of bilinear, alternating, symmetric, and hermitian forms over a finite field. 
Another derivation is given for the analytic expression of the polynomials, which 
uses a lowering operator on a partially ordered set. It does not rely upon the 
associated additive characters. It is similar to a technique which has been applied to 
other partially ordered sets. 
Delsarte found a family of q-Krawtchouk polynomials as the eigenvalues 
of the association schemes of bilinear [5] and alternating [7] forms over 
GF(q). These two cases, along with the symmetric and hermitian cases, were 
considered by Carlitz and Hodges in the 1950s. They were interested in 
enumeration questions. (See [12] for these references.) Hodges had essen- 
tially derived formulas for the polynomials in all four cases, although some 
of the formulas are incorrect. He did not state the combinatorial or group 
theoretic interpretation of these functions. The author had found that these 
polynomials were involved in an addition theorem for a different set of q- 
Krawtchouk polynomials [ 121. In this paper, we stress this viewpoint by 
giving a new, uniform proof that the q-Krawtchouk polynomials are the 
eigenvalues of these association schemes. The key idea is to give a partial 
order related to the matrices. 
We use basic hypergeometric series [ 1 ] to define the q-Krawtchouk 
polynomials. Let 
K,(x, a, N; 4) 
= (4N;q-1),(~-‘;q-‘), s’;‘(-1)‘/(4; q)r * A(C, c, 0; 4+, a; 4; 4) 
be the rth q-Krawtchouk polynomial in qpx. The association schemes of 
N x A4 (N < M) matrices over GF(q) and N x N hermitian matrices over 
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GF(q’) are defined by the relations R, = {(A, B): rank@ -B) = x}. For the 
N x N skew symmetric matrices, the rank is even, so x is replaced by 2x. 
For these three cases, we note that the relations are indexed by the orbits of 
a certain matrix group G acting by gAgT. For the N x N symmetric case, not 
only the rank, but also the invariant [2, p. 1251 is fixed by this action. The 
relevant functions involving both parameters appear in [lo]. However, 
Egawa [9] has shown how to obtain an association scheme in this case. He 
lets R, = {(A, B): rank(A -B) = 2x or 2x - 1 }. For these four association 
schemes, we have chosen the normalization of K,(x, a, N, q) so that 
K,(O, a, N, q) = v,, the valency of the scheme. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The eigenvalues of the association scheme are 
(i) K,(x, qpM, N; q), x, r = 0, l,..., N, for the N X M matrix case 
P < M), 
(ii) Kr(x,ql-“‘, N/2; q*), x, r = 0, l,..., [N/2], for the N X N skew 
symmetric case, 
(iii) K,(x, -(-q)-N, N; -q), x, r = 0, l,..., N, for the N x N hermitian 
case, and 
(iv) K,(x, q-“, (N + 1)/2; q2), x, r = 0, l,..., [(N + 1)/2], for the 
N x N symmetric case. 
We repeat that (i)-(iii) are essentially due to Carlitz and Hodges. Egawa 
[9] has shown (iv). Once known, it can also be deduced from Hodges [lo]. 
We state a few properties of the polynomials 2,(x, a, N, q) = 
K,(x, a, N, q)/K,(O, a, N, q), which are normalized by I?,(O, a, N, q) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) gN(x, a, N; q) = n;=, (1 - a-‘q’-‘)-I, 
(ii) (1 -s”“)l?,(x,a,N+ 1;q) 
= (4” - 6”) &,(x, a, N; s) + (1 - qx) K,(x - 1, a, N; s), 
(iii) (1 - qa-‘) R,(x, aq-‘, N; q) 
=(qX-qa-‘)R,( x, a, N; q) + (1 - qx) &(x - 1, a, N; q), 
(iv) && a, N; 4) 
= [“;“][~]-’ 3#2(qx, qm, 0; q-N+x+m--l, a-‘; q-l; 4-l). 
Proof: Part (i) is a special case of the terminating 2#1 summation 
theorem [ 1, Theorem 2.61. Letting qb + 0 in Proposition 2.4(i) of [8], putting 
c = N, and changing q to q-’ gives (ii). Since IZ,(x, a, N, q) is symmetric in 
a and qmN, (iii) f 11 o ows from (ii). A transformation for a 3#2 gives (iv) [4, 
pp. 267,268]. 1 
The Carlitz-Hodges methods depended upon the additive characters of the 
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respective sets of matrices. Delsarte was able to show (i) by using a regular 
semilattice. In this case the polynomials were the unique solution to a set of 
linear equations [3, Theorem 91. However, for (ii) this method failed. 
Another derivation with characters is given [7, Appendix]. There are other 
association schemes which do not naturally form abelian groups 
[6, 8, 11, 121. Additive characters then have no relevance. Lowering 
operators on related partial orders have helped find their eigenvalues. We 
show how to apply this technique for (i)-(iv). Moreover the calculations 
involved are no more difficult than counting the number of matrices of a 
given rank. 
Before giving the partial orders, we illustrate the method for (i). Clearly 
GL,(q) X GL,(q) acts on the set S of all N X M matrices with the orbits 
indexed by the rank. Let G = GL,(q) x GIL,(q) . S, a semi direct product. 
Let (I’, : YE I} be the irreducible constituents of the permutation represen- 
tation of G on S. The spherical function pr E I’, is the unique function p,(s) 
such that p,(sg) = p,(s), s E S, g E GL,(q) x GL,(q), and p,(z) = 1, 
z = zero matrix. Since the GL,(q) x GL,(q) orbits on S are the matrices of 
a given rank, p, can be considered a function on x = 0, l,..., N. We will see 
that Z = (0, l,..., NJ. In fact, this follows from a general theorem since S is 
an abelian normal subgroup. With a different normalization, the functions 
p,(x) are the eigenvalues. The partial order will enable us to find the modules 
V, and functions pr. 
For (i), let V and W be N- and M-dimensional vector spaces over GF(q). 
We consider the regular semilattice of bilinear forms [3, p. 2331, X = {(a, S): 
a c V, S E Hom(a, IV)}. The partial order is given by (a, S) c co, r) if 
a c /3 and i(a) T = S (i is the injection map). 
Cases (ii)- are similar to each other. We first describe (ii), and then 
give the modifications necessary for (iii) and (iv). For (ii), let U be a 2N- 
dimensional vector space over GF(q) (q odd) equipped with a non-singular 
symmetric bilinear form ( , ). We assume that U= span{e,,..., eN, 
e -,,..., e-,} and (ei, eej) = 6,, so that oN = V= span{e, ,..., e,} and wPN = 
span{e-i,..., e-,} are maximal isotropic subspaces of U. For subspaces 
a c/3 we let ala denote the quotient space. Let X= {(a, S): a c wN, S: 
a-+a’no -N\w-N, (v + US, w + wS)=O for all v, wE a}. Because 
(v + US, w + wS) is independent of the coset representatives for US and wS, 
this definition makes sense. For example, if a = span{e,,..., ek} then 
a’n o-~ = span{e-,-i,..., e-N} and we consider S as a k X k skew 
symmetric matrix. We define a partial order on X by (a, S) c (/3, T) if a c/? 
and i(a) Tn(a’ n w-N) = %(a’ n w_~) is the projection on the quotient 
space ai n 0 -N\w-p With this definition, X is not a semilattice. For (iii) 
and (iv) we take U to have a hermitian and symmetric non-singular form 
( , ). For the hermitian case the field is GF(q’) with an automorphism (-) of 
order 2 fixing GF(q). 
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Next we define a group action on X. For (i), let G = GL,(q) X 
G&.,(q) . HomV, w), with multiplication (A, B, h)(A’, B’, h’) = (AA’, BB’, 
(A’)-‘hB’ + h’), act on X by (a, S)(A, B, h) = (aA,A-‘SB + i(aA)h). For 
(ii), we consider non-singular maps A: o,,, + wN and B: wPN -+ w-,,, such that 
A + B preserves the form. As matrices these are equivalent to B-’ = A’. Let 
h: wN-’ w-, be an N x N skew-symmetric matrix, (u + uh, w + wh) = 0 
for all 27, w E oN. The multiplication is (A, B, h)(A’, B’, h’) = (AA’, BB’, 
(A’)-‘hB + h’) with action (a, S)(A, B, h) = (aA, A-‘SB + i(aA) 
hn((aA)‘n w-N)). It is a good action because 
uAhB’n((aAA’)’ C-I w -,.J = vAhB’ + (@AA’)’ n wpN) 
= (UAh + ((d)ln w-J)B’ = vAhn((aA)‘n w-JB’. 
With respect to the appropriate bases, the only change for (iii) and (iv) is 
B-’ =x’. We mention that these action are motivated by the irreducible 
representations of a maximal parabolic subgroup of a Chevalley group given 
in [12]. 
In any case the G-orbits on X are X, = ((a, S): dim a = k), k = 0, I,..., N. 
We are interested in X,, since it is just the appropriate set of matrices. We 
want to decompose the complex valued functions on X,, denoted L(X,). 
Under the action of right translation R((A, B, h)), L(X) and L(X,) are G- 
modules. A natural basis for L(X) is the incidence basis {f@*“: @, 7’) E X}, 
where f (D3T)((a, S)) = 1 if (8, 7’) c (a, S) andf’4VT’((a, S)) = 0 otherwise. It 
is easy to verify that the group action preserves the partial order. Thus 
R((A, B, h)) fcPVT) = f(@), where y = PA-l, and P = A(T- i@?) hn(p’n 
w-~))B-‘. (We ignore z for (i).) 
DEFINITION 1. Let P, = span{f’“3T’: dim /I = k}, k = 0, l,..., N. 
To lind the irreducible submodules of L(X,) we next define the lowering 
operator. 
DEFINITION 2. Let d: L(X)-+L(X) be the linear map defined on the 
basis j- (43T’ by 
#-(b,T) = v f-), where 
cals, 
(a, S) c C/3, r) 
and dima=dim@- 1. 
For (i)-(iii), the restriction of P,n ker d to X,,, is irreducible. Its spherical 
function is the appropriate q-Krawtchouk polynomial. For (iv), there are two 
components to the restriction of Pk n ker d to X,, corresponding to the two 
values of the invariant. We sum these two spherical functions over two 
consecutive ranks to derive (iv). In any case the appropriate function will be 
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a linear combination of F,, = CC4,r) f@*‘), where dim p = k, rank T = r. We 
need to find the action of d on F,,. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < k Q N. Then for 
(i) dFk,= (qrFk-,,, + (s”-- s’-‘)Fk--l,r--I)(cl’V-ktl - 1)/b? - l), 
(ii) dF,, = (qrFk-,,, + (qk-’ - q’-‘)Fk-I,r-2)(fl-kf’ - l)/(q - I), 
and r is even, 
(iii) dF,,= (q2rFk-l,r + (q - l)q2’-2Fk-l,r-l 
+ (q2k-1 - q2r-3)Fk-l,r-Z) . (q2(N-k+1b - l)/(q - l), and 
(iv) dF,,= 6fFk-,,r+ (4- l)q’-lFk-,,r-l 
+ (qk - qr-1)Fk-,,r-2) * (f-‘+’ - l)/(q - 1). 
Proof We interpret all empty sums as the zero function. Then dF,, = 
C U3,T),y f(y*S), where dim /I = k = dim y + 1, y c /?, rank T = r and 
i(y) Tx(y’ n CO-~) = S. Fix y and S with dim y = k - 1 and rank S = r. Fix 
one of the (qNpk+’ - l)/(q - 1) subspaces /? 2 y with dim /? = k. For (i) 
(where we ignore K), we consider T: p -+ W such that i(y)T = S. There are qr 
possible T with rank T = r and (4” - qr) possible T with rank T = r + 1. For 
(ii), we are just adding another row and column to a skew matrix S of 
rank r. Then there are qr possible T of rank r and (qk-’ - qr) possible T of 
rank r + 2. The proofs of (iii) and (iv) are similar. A third term appears 
because the added diagonal entry could allow the rank to increase by 
one. I 
We find the unique linear combination of F,, annihilated by d for (i)--(iii). 
For (iv), We USI? Fk,2r + Fk,p-, = kr. P From Lemma l(iv) we have that 
d(&,) = (q2$-l,r + (qk - q2r-2)flk?k-l,r-&N-k+’ - l)/(q - 1). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose fk E P, n ker d, fk = C, arFkr. Then a, is a multiple 
of 
(i) n;=, (1 - q”-‘+‘)-I, 
(ii) n;/=‘, (1 - qk+ lp2’)- ’ for k even, 0 for k odd, and 
(iii) nL=r (1 + (-q)k+l-‘)-l. 
If f = C, arflkr, then a, is a multiple of 
(iv) KL, (1 - 4 kt 2-2’)-’ for k odd, 0 for k # 0 even. 
ProoJ Use Lemma 1 to derive two-term recurrences for (i), (ii), and (iv). 
Note that r is even for (ii). The three-term’recurrence for (iii) has only one 
solution. This can be seen by putting ak = 1 and solving for ak-, . All empty 
products are defined to be 1. 1 
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PROPOSITION 2. For (i), (“) 11 , and (iii), L(X,) has the irreducible decom- 
position L(X,) = Cf=‘=, pN(P, n ker d), where pN denotes the restriction to 
X,,,. For (ii), pN(Pk n ker d) is trivial if k is odd. 
Proof: Lemma 2 shows that pN(P,n ker d) has a unique non-trivial 
spherical function for the stated cases, so pN(P, n ker d) is irreducible. 1 
To obtain Theorem 1, we evaluate Fkr on R,, = {(I’, S): rank S = x}. We 
have 
for any fixed (V, S) E QNX. For (i), choose p c V with dim/3 = k and 
dim@?nkerS)=k-r and let r=@)S. There are [:][:~:]q~‘~-~-~+‘) 
possible choices for /3. From Lemma 2 the non-normalized spherical function 
is 
Jk(nN,)=; fr (1 -$“-“Y [;][yJ qr(N--x--k+r) 
= [ I N;X &(qX, qk, 0; q-N+x+k-‘, 6”; q-1; q-1). 
This is another form of the q-Krawtchouk polynomials by Proposition l(iv). 
Unfortunately (ii)- are not as simple. Fixing /3 c V with dim p = k and 
dim@ n ker S) = k - r ensures that i(J) S has rank r, not iQ3) Slr(p’ n wvN). 
Instead we find Fkr(QnNx) by averaging over all (V, S) E R,,. For a fixed 
(j?, T) with dim/?= k and rank T=r, T: P+p’no-,\o-,, we count the 
number of S E R, such that i(/?) Sn(P’ n opN) = T. Let A(N, x, k, r) be the 
number of N x N matrices (or type (ii), (iii), or (iv)) of rank x whose prin- 
cipal k x k submatrix is a fixed matrix of rank r. Let v(N, i) be the number 
of N x N matrices (of type (ii), (iii), or (iv)) of rank i. Then F,&2,J = 
[f I VW, r) 4X x, k r)lv(N xl. W e will write down a recurrence for 
Fkr(QnNx) as a function of x and N. This will be the same recurrence for the 
spherical function since the coefftcient of Fkr is independent of x and N. 
The recurrence has already been derived in Lemma 1. For example, for (ii) 
it is 
A(N+ 1,x,k,r)=qXA(N,x,k,r)+(q”‘-qqX-2)A(N,x-22,k,r). (1) 
For k=r=O this gives ~(N,2x)=~~~,(q~~~-‘-l)~~=~(q”-l)-’~ 
4 X(X-1). so 
(1 - d”+‘)F&nN+~,zx) 
kzx - 6”’ ‘1 Fkr(QN,2x) + (l - qzx) Fkr(~NJ,-,>- (2) 
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In Theorem l(ii) the two denominator parameters are qpN and qleN. We 
want to shift N up by 1 to have qeLeN and q-N. This corresponds to dividing 
4 1--N by q’. Replacing a, q, and N in Proposition l(iii) by qlpN, q*, and N/2 
we have (2). If N is odd we use Proposition l(ii) with ~1, q, and N replaced 
by qpN, q2, and (N - 1)/2 to obtain (2). It remains only to check the initial 
conditions N = k for f,(Q,,). However, A (k, x, k, r) = a,,, so f,(Q,,) = a, = 
n;‘=‘, (1 - qk+l-*y, where x is even. Thus Proposition l(i) with a, q, and 
x replaced by q’-2k, q*, and x/2 implies Theorem l(ii). 
For (iii) we have 
A(N+ 1,x,k,r)=q2xA(N,x,k,r)+q2X(q-l)A(N,x-l,k,r) 
+ (P--l - qZx+’ )A(N,x-2,k,r), (3) 
which gives 
u(N,x) = fi (q2N+2-2’- 1) . fi (q’- (-ly’)-’ . q@. 
I= I j=l 
This implies 
(1 --9 2N+ ‘1 .fi@N+ 1.x) 
= (q2x - q’“+‘>f,(&,) - qx-% - l)(q’ - (-l)“)fk(QN,x- 1) 
- (qx- (--l)“)(q”-’ - (-1)“-1>fk(nN,,-2)* (4) 
In Theorem l(iii) the two denominator parameters in the 3$2 are (-q)-N and 
a = -(-q)-N. For (4) we need to increase N, i.e., replace (-q)-N and 
-(-q)-N by (-q)-N-1 and -(-q)- N-1. This can be accomplished by using 
Proposition l(ii) and (iii). Replace a and q in Proposition l(ii) by 
-(-q)-N-1 and -q and multiply both sides by (1 + (-q)N+l). Apply 
Proposition l(iii) to the right side of the resulting equation to obtain four 
terms, two of which involve x,(x - 1, -(-q)-N, N, q). A simplification 
shows that this equation is (4). Finally, again we check the initial condition 
for N = k exactly as in (ii). This proves Theorem l(iii). 
For (iv), we are considering fk = C, ar[Fk,2r + Fk,21- 1] for k odd. To find 
the eigenvalues for the association scheme, we average 
A(X) = [WC 2x)fk(RN,2,) 
+U(N,2X- 1)fk(.nN,2x-l )]/[u(N, 2x) + u(N, 2x - I)]. (5) 
Thus, the x-dependence in the sum forfk(x) . [v(N, 2x) + u(N, 2x - I)] is 
u(k,2r)A(N,x,k,2r)+u(k,2r-l)A(N,X,k,2r-l), 
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where a(N, x, k, r) = A(N, 2x, k, r) + A (N, 2x - 1, k, r). Lemma 1 implies 
that 
A(N+ l,x,k,r)=q”A(N,x,k,r)+(q- I)qX-‘A(N,x- l,k,r) 
+ (qN+ l -qX-l)A(h’,x-22,k,r). (6) 
For k = r = 0 this implies 
u(N, 2x) = fi @+-I - 1) . ,fj (1 - P-’ 
I=1 
and 
so 
2x-l x-1 
v(N, 2x- I)= n (6”+‘-‘- 1) * n (1 -q-y. 
I=1 j=l 
o(N,2x)+o(N,2x-1)=l~~(~+2-~-l).~~~(q2~-1)’~q””’, (7) 
which is the value of u(N + 1, 2x) for skew symmetric matrices. Also, (6) 
implies 
a(N + 1, x, k, r) = q’“a(N, x, k, r) + (@+I - q2X-2) a(N, x - 1, k, r). 
So we can use the proof of Theorem l(ii) with N replaced by N + 1 to prove 
Theorem l(iv). We check the initial conditions N = k; then j\,(x) = a, = 
rI;=, (1 - 4 k+2-2’)-’ =K (k+ i&x9 q-NY (N + 1)/2; q2). The solution for 
k = 0 is the constant 1. 
We briefly indicate the modifications needed to derive the formulas for 
(iv) of Hodges [lo]. Instead of Fkkr, we consider FkrA = ~C4,Tjf(4’T), 
dim /I = k, rank T= r, and x(6(T)) = A. (See [ 10, Sect 21 for the definition of 
the invariant A.) Lemma 1 (iv) is replaced by a formula for dFkrA . We do not 
state this result because it depends upon A and the parity of r. Solving 
dF = 0 gives two solutions. Hodges denotes their weighted sum by S(B, z) 
and their weighted difference by D(B, z). 
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